
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

June 2019 
A Message from Ellen 

Having a “Plan B” in place can be a sound, proactive decision in a variety of circumstances.  If you can’t get a 

flight you want, maybe driving is an option; if your favorite restaurant is booked, it might be fun to try 

something new; if the movie at the theater is sold-out, maybe bowling is good alternate! 

 

Having a Plan B in place when it comes to your health care and support needs is also a sound, proactive 

decision that we at Forest Ridge can help you with!  Our assisted living services are designed to provide care 

services at a basic level, with a whole variety of add-on services available when you need them.  Tammy 

Burns, RN, manages our program (most of you know Tammy and have seen her around Forest Ridge) and is 

available and eager to talk with you about how our assisted services can maximize your independence while 

keeping you in the home you love.  Did you know we also offer these services on a short-term basis – a great 

benefit if you have had a hospitalization or medical procedure and just need a week or two of support while 

you get back on your feet. 

 

Forest Ridge is unique in that all our assisted services are brought right to your apartment home; many other 

communities segregate their assisted living services on a separate wing or building.  Our assisted services 

likely were a key factor in your decision to choose Forest Ridge as your home.  Keep this Plan B in mind and 

consider attending an information session to learn more, or to schedule a one-on-one appointment with Tammy 

to discuss your particular needs.   

 

Did you know Father’s Day originated in 1920 in Spokane, Washington?  Sonora Smart Dodd wanted to honor 

her father, Civil War veteran William Jackson Smart, who as a single parent raised six children!  I wish all 

Fathers a very Happy Father’s Day! 

 

With the warmer weather finally here, I look forward to seeing you on the patio and at the Botanical Gardens 

for concerts! 
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Evenings with Ellen 
 

Ellen will be taking a summer 
break from these gatherings 

to join you at the Boerner 
Botanical Gardens for the 

summer concert series!  The 
gatherings will start up again 

in the fall. 
 

 

 

Benefits to Walking 

 

Walking benefits your health because it helps you lose or maintain your current weight; 

improves blood pressure; improves blood circulation; improves mental state; cuts the risk 

of type 2 diabetes by about 60%; prevents dementia and depression; boosts vitamin D; 

gives you an energy boost and gets you outside!  That’s the great benefit of living at 

Forest Ridge, you can walk inside or out.  If you can’t walk long distances, a short walk is 

better than no walk! 
 

Nate Hunt Returns with Unfolding the Map of Bolivia 
Monday, June 3 at 1:30 Main Dining Room 

 

 

Though not as popular among the average tourist,  

Bolivia possesses some of the most unique fascinations  

in the world. The world’s highest administrative capital,  

La Paz, dazzles with hidden surprises. Zebras help  

people cross the street while women wrestle men for  

entertainment! Igniting dynamite in the deep mines of  

Potosi and exploring the unfathomable salt flats of the  

Salar de Uyuni are among some of our favorite memories.  
 

Come and help us as we plant a new butterfly garden at 
Forest Ridge! Not only will this garden be beautiful in our 
back-patio area, but it will attract beautiful butterflies and 
birds to watch as you sit and enjoy the summer weather. 

Gardening will take place on June 11th and 20th. 
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Normal Aging vs Dementia   

Saturday, June 22 at 9:30 Main Dining Room 
 

Owner of Synergy HomeCare, Ruth Busalacchi will be covering a variety of topics including: 

• Definition of Alzheimer’s Disease and Dementia 

• Typical age-related memory changes and those that are signs of dementia 

• Strategies for adjusting to behavior challenges and communication difficulties 

often encountered when caring for, or living with, someone with dementia 

• Lifestyle choices to improve brain health 

• Resources for those with dementia and for those caring for them to support them 

in continuing to live where the choose to live 

Please invite your family members to this informative presentation!  

Refreshments will be provided. 
 

Warmer weather means  

outdoor activities! It’s finally  

time to break out the bean  

bag toss, shuffleboard, and  

bocce ball. You’ll see these  

activities on the calendar, but 

remember, they are available  

for your use at any  

time if you ask the front  

desk staff. 

 

Updated Resident Services 
Directory 

 
Forest Ridge’s Resident Services 
Directory includes important 

information about our community 
and services offered.  The 

Directory has been updated to 
reflect new programs and services 
offered at Forest Ridge as well as 
changes to existing offerings.  A 

copy of the Directory will be 
distributed to each resident in 
June.  One copy per apartment 

will be provided and residents will 
be asked to sign for their copy.  

Replacement copies will be 
available for a fee to cover 
professional printing costs. 
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It’s Farmers Market season! Here’s some nearby farmers markets to get your fresh fruits and 
veggies: 
 
Greendale Downtown Market: 8am-12pm, Saturdays, June 22-Oct 
5. Broad Street-Village Center 
 
Greenfield Farmers Market: 10am-2pm, Sundays, May 5-Oct 27, 
Konkel Park, 5151 W Layton Ave 
 
New Berlin: 8am-12pm, Saturdays May-Oct,  
15055 W National Avenue in the New Berlin City Center 

 

 

Thank you for your generous 

donations for the Community Projects 

for Seniors Toilet Paper Drive! Your 

donations are going to help seniors 

the in the community who can’t afford 

or access paper products. 
 

 
Enjoy a scenic drive to Holy Hill in 
Hubertus. Attend Catholic Mass at 

11:00 with lunch at Bilda’s to follow. 
Tuesday, June 25th at 9:30. 
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Topics for Thursday, June 13th at 1:30 (3rd floor Epoch Lounge) 

• The beautiful future of solar power by Marjan van Aubel 
The Sun delivers more energy to Earth in one hour than all of humanity uses in an entire year. How can we 
make this power more accessible to everyone, everywhere? Solar designer Marjan van Aubel shows how 
she's turning everyday objects like tabletops and stained-glass windows into elegant solar cells -- and 
shares her vision to make every surface a power station. 

• What your breath could reveal about your health by Julian Burschka 

There's no better way to stop a disease than to catch and treat it early, before symptoms occur. That's the 
whole point of medical screening techniques like radiography, MRIs and blood tests. But there's one 
medium with overlooked potential for medical analysis: your breath. Technologist Julian Burschka shares 
the latest in the science of breath analysis -- the screening of the volatile organic compounds in your 
exhaled breath -- and how it could be used as a powerful tool to detect, predict and ultimately prevent 
disease. 

• A life saving device that detects silent heart attacks by Akash Manoj 
You probably know the common symptoms of a heart attack: chest and arm pain, shortness of breath and 
fatigue. But there's another kind that's just as deadly and harder to detect because the symptoms are 
silent. In this quick talk, 17-year-old inventor Akash Manoj shares the device he's developed to stop this 
silent killer: a noninvasive, inexpensive, wearable patch that alerts patients during a critical moment that 
could mean the difference between life and death. 

 
Topics for Thursday, June 27th at 1:30 (3rd floor Epoch Lounge) 

• How will we survive when the population hits 10 billion by Charles C. Mann 
By 2050, an estimated 10 billion people will live on Earth. How are we going to provide everybody with 
basic needs while also avoiding the worst impacts of climate change? In a talk packed with wit and 
wisdom, science journalist Charles C. Mann breaks down the proposed solutions and finds that the 
answers fall into two camps -- wizards and prophets -- while offering his own take on the best path to 
survival. 

• How rollercoasters affect your body Brian D. Avery 
In 1895, crowds flooded Coney Island to see America's first-ever looping coaster: The Flip Flap Railway. 
But it’s thrilling flip caused cases of severe whiplash, neck injury and even ejections. Today, coasters can 
pull off far more exciting tricks and do it safely. Brian D. Avery investigates what roller coasters are doing 
to your body and how they've managed to get scarier and safer at the same time. [TED-Ed Animation by 
Stretch Films Inc]. 

• The surprising solution to ocean plastic by David Katz 
Can we solve the problem of ocean plastic pollution and end extreme poverty at the same time? That's 
the ambitious goal of The Plastic Bank: a worldwide chain of stores where everything from school tuition 
to cooking fuel and more is available for purchase in exchange for plastic garbage -- which is then sorted, 
shredded and sold to brands who reuse "social plastic" in their products. Join David Katz to learn more 
about this step towards closing the loop in the circular economy. "Preventing ocean plastic could be 
humanity's richest opportunity," Katz says. 
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Kadejah (DeeDee) 
Kadejah or Deedee has been 

working at Forest Ridge for  

almost two years now and she 

enjoys getting to know each of the 

residents with every shift.  

When she’s not at the front desk,  

Kadejah is working at GE 

Healthcare as an HR Coordinator. 

When not working, she enjoys  

spending time with her nice,  

Ri’Lynn and nephew, Rashad  

who keep a big smile of her  

face. 😊  
 

James  

James is our full-time second shift receptionist. He’s enjoyed  

working here for the past 18 years! His favorite philosophies  

are “Don’t judge a book by it’s cover” and “Treat others  

the same way you would want to be treated”. He enjoys 

reading (Nicholas Sparks, Mary Higgins Clark, Mitch Albom) 

and watching movies (romantic comedies and suspense). 

James’ favorite hobby is songwriting and he was so lucky to  

meet his inspirational muse, Carly Simon, after seeing  

her in concert in Chicago in 1995. James is a lover of most  

music genres and has recently discovered a deep appreciation 

for Ella Fitzgerald. Most of you may already know James  

is a HUGE fan of the sitcom, Golden Girls! 
 

 

 

 

 

Zaire 
Zaire is one of our 3rd shift front desk team members. She is currently in 

school to become a Chemical Technician. Zaire has a daughter named 

Rylie who is one. Zaire enjoys art, so in her spare time you will find her 

painting. She likes working at Forest Ridge because of the super friendly 

and caring environment! In the short time she’s been here, she feels like 

everyone looks after each other and is thankful to be a part of this 

community.  
 

 

 

The Faces of the 
Front Desk 
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Su 
Su is a part-time first shift front desk employee.  

She’s been working at Forest Ridge since August 2018. She loves 

working here, and keeps learning a few new names each week. Su is 

grateful for her Mom and daughter and spends as much quality time with 

them as she can. After living out of Milwaukee for 18 years, Su is happy 

to be back “home” with family, especially her two great nephews and 

great niece. Su loves the water! Swimming laps, playing, boating, 

listening to the surf…she’s up for it! She also loves cats and dogs and gets 

her dog “fix” by dog-sitting. She also loves live theatre and movies. 
 

 

 

 

Deflina 
Delfina is one of our 3rd shift front desk staff members. She’s worked  

at Forest Ridge for about two years and she’s loved every minute of 

it! You may also see her at the Hales Corners Pick N Save where she  

works as well. Delfina was born in California, raised in Arizona,  

and relocated to beautiful Hales Corners about three years ago.  

Delfina has two amazing teenage boys ages 16 & 18. Her favorite  

animal is a giraffe and her celebrity crush is Channing Tatum.  

Delfina’s favorite quote is “Imperfection is beauty. Madness  

is genius and it’s better to be absolutely ridiculous than  

absolutely boring”-Marilyn Monroe.  
 

 

 

 

 

Valerie (Val) 

Val is a 1st shift part time employee at the front desk.  

She lives in Hales Corners with her significant other,  

George, and their two kids, Autumn and George.  

They each have their own dog! Tank, Summer, Charlie,  

and Moose. Val is a diehard Chicago sports fan. She  

loves the Cubs, Bears, Bulls, and Blackhawks. She’s  

lived in six different states: Illinois, Alaska, Washington,  

Kentucky, Tennessee, and finally Wisconsin. Val is a full  

time RN student and hopes to graduate in 2021. Val and her  

family enjoy camping, fishing, hiking and training the dogs. 
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Clare 
Clare is the Resident Services Coordinator. Her role includes 

managing resident accounts and supervising the front desk. It’s her 

first job at a senior living community and she loves it! Clare’s 

favorite part about working at Forest Ridge is getting to interact 

with the residents; they make the job feel less like a job and more 

like a place to call home. Clare is from a small town in Ohio called 

Ashtabula on the shores of Lake Erie, where she lived for 23 years. 

Then she moved to Sedona, Arizona and fell in love with the red 

rocks and Rocky Mountains. She ended up back in the Midwest to 

be with her one and only, Jeff. They have a black lab named Huck 

and love to go on adventures such as Shell Knob in the Ozarks. 

Clare loves being in the great outdoors and travelling as it gives her 

new perspectives.  
 

 

I Can See Clearly Now… 
 

Our biennial window washing 
(outside) will occur this year  

later in summer. The schedule  
is such that the Forest View 
Medical Clinic will have been 
demolished and dust settled 

before we undertake the  
cleaning. We will provide  

notice in a future newsletter  
as to the dates. 

 

Spring Bowling Scores 
Team 1: Laurie Boswein, Dolores Gill, Angie Beaudry, Vi Mazner 

Team 2: Ruth Wesdell, Carrol Flaum, Maureen Kosmatka, Marilyn George 

 

Top bowlers also included Jerry Kallenberger with a high average of 239 and Mike Mucklin with a 

high of 233. Vi Mazner scored a high game of 300 and Kathy Cunningham with a 299. Jerry 

Kallenberger also had a high series score of 805 and Ruth Wesdell with 791.   

 

Congratulations Wii Bowlers! It won’t be long before Fall season begins!  
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Gardening for Seniors 
 

Gardening is a therapeutic activity that has many great health benefits, especially for older people. With 
Summer approaching, consider adding some potted plants to your balcony or signing up for a raised 
planter on the back patio. Grow beautiful flowers or tasty tomatoes; no matter the plant, you can still 
benefit from this relaxing activity. Forest Ridge has raised garden beds that are available for resident use. 
Please visit the front desk if you’re interested in reserving a plot.  
 
 Benefits:  
•It’s an enjoyable form of exercise 
•Increases levels of physical activity and helps mobility and flexibility 
•Encourages use of all motor skills 
•Improves endurance and strength 
•Helps prevent diseases like osteoporosis 
•Reduces stress levels and promotes relaxation 
•Provides stimulation and interest in nature and the outdoors 
•Improves wellbeing as a result of social interaction 
•Can provide nutritious, home-grown produce. 
 
Safety Tips: 
•Attend to any cuts, bruises or insect bites immediately. 
•Ensure that paths and walkways are flat and non-slip before entering the garden area. 
•Warm up before gardening and encourage frequent breaks. 
•Prevent sun exposure by working in the garden early in the morning or late in the day. Wear a hat and 
apply sunscreen frequently. 
•Drink water or juice and avoid alcohol. 
•Wear protective shoes, lightweight comfortable clothes that cover exposed skin, a hat and gardening 
gloves. 
•Store garden equipment safely. 
 
 
Source:  https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/gardening-for-older-people 
 

Outdoor Dining 
Our fabulous dining services  
team is planning several opportunities  
to enjoy outdoor dining and  
special grilled meals.  Watch  
your weekly menus!  Our  
healthy drink selection will  
also be rolled out in June,  
providing flavored waters  
and iced tea – just in time  
for summer enjoyment! 
 

Snow Cone Social 
 

Join us on Friday, June 21st at 2:00 in 
the dining room for an icy treat. 

Take your cone outside and enjoy 
the sun! 

 

https://www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au/health/healthyliving/gardening-for-older-people
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Mollie’s Tea at the Schuster Mansion 

Tea, Lunch, Etiquette, History & 

Self-Guided Tour of First Floor 
Thursday, June 20th. Please sign up by Thursday, June 6th. $52.00 per person. 

 
An experience that is unique unlike any other. Starting with a lesson of 1800’s table etiquette, a 

buffet of 7 different flavored teas are offered to sip. Consider it lunch with a variety of savories, 

scones and sweets. During Tea, you will be entertained with history/stories and a Theme of the 

Month. Lastly, you will have the opportunity to do a self-guided tour of the first floor of the 

mansion. Bring your camera! 
 

Sunset Playhouse presents…  
Thursday, June 20th at 6:30 

Tickets are $25.00. Sign up by Thursday, June 6th. 

 
In this hilarious comedy by the author of LEND ME A 

TENOR and MOON OVER BUFFALO, two English 

actors, Jack and Leo, find themselves so down on their 

luck that they are performing "Scenes from Shakespeare" 

on the Moose Lodge Circuit in Pennsylvania. When 

they hear that an old lady in York, PA is about to die 

and leave her fortune to her two long-lost English 

nephews, they resolve to pass themselves off as her 

beloved relatives and get the cash. The trouble is, 

when they get to York, they find out that the relatives 

aren't nephews, but nieces! 
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Pesticides in your food? 

 
“Nearly 70% of the produce sold in the U.S. comes with pesticide residues, according to 
EWG’s (Environmental Working Group) analysis of test data from the Department of 
Agriculture” (EWG 2019).  The USDA found 225 different pesticides on popular fruits and 
vegetables. Before testing, all produce was washed and peeled, which shows that simply 
washing does not eliminate residue pesticides on your produce. (EWG 2019). Each year, 
EWG tests produce for levels of pesticides and forms the “Clean 15” and “Dirty Dozen” lists. 
These lists are created to rank the “cleanest” and “dirtiest” produce by level of pesticides 
found on numerous samples. The lists are meant to be educational and a broad guideline for 
consumers who are looking to avoid pesticides on their produce. For produce on the “Dirty 
Dozen” list, consider buying organic, which is grown without the use of pesticides. This article 
is for educational purposes and is not medical advice. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
NOTE: Al will be checking condensers in Milennium and Epcoh apartments 
throughout June. He will be entering your apartment to do this whether you’re 
home or not. Thank you! 
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Where will you take your Forest Ridge bag? 

Next time you go on vacation, bring along your Forest 

Ridge reusable bag. Snap a photo showing off your bag 

in an exciting location. Submit your photos to Courtney to be 

featured in the newsletter. 

Ellen and “Elvis” in the Wisconsin Dells 

 

Forest Ridge Senior Prom! Stay tuned for more photos! 
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From the Writer’s Club… 

 
Pencils 
By Donna Gorrell 
  

I bought three boxes of pencils shortly 
before I retired from teaching. That hexagonal 
orange kind made of wood, with a #2 lead at 
one end and a pink eraser wrapped in silvery 
metal at the other end. Unsharpened, unused, 

each end flat as the day it came off the press. They were 
marvelous. Three boxes, 12 pencils to a box, and all together 
they cost me about five dollars. That’s less than 15 cents 
apiece! I still have some. 

And they're still wonderful! The pencil shaft just feels 
right in my hand, and the eraser? It’s soft and erases cleanly 
without smudges. It was because of erasers that I set out to 
buy new pencils. I do crosswords and sudokus and kenkens 
with pencils, and all these functions require erasers. I’d got to 
a situation where I was using a pencil with a used-up eraser 
together with a three-inch green lead pencil that had a still-
intact and somewhat soft eraser. But who wants to keep track 
of two pencils, a puzzle book, and a glass of wine all at the 

same time? 
Then it hit me: I could buy new pencils! Frankly, that thought had never occurred to me before. I do 

practically all my writing at the computer. I figured out how to address envelopes without handwriting. And I 
write my checks and grocery lists with a pen. Pencils are just something I pick up out of a drawer when I 
happen to need one. I can’t even recall where any of them came from. But I had pretty much run out of 
pencils of any comfortable length or anything remaining of an eraser. 

I’m truly amazed at what pleasure a simple thing like a new pencil can bring. Just imagine taking it out of 
the box, feeling it, admiring the quarter-inch of rubber, inserting the flat leaded end into a sharpener, making 
your own writing instrument. Then imagine the feel of a full seven-and-a-half-inch shaft as you draw your 
numbers or letters or make notes to yourself. Through the wood in your hand you can feel the word taking 
shape, expressing yourself in your own individual style. Finished, the word looks like you, personal. Then 
comes the best part: you can change it. You just turn the pencil end-for-end and rub out the thing that needs 
changing. The eraser works, leaving a clean space for a fresh word or number. 

  
A simple thing. A simple pleasure. 
 
 

Disney World  
By Laurie Boswein 
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May 16, 2019, is 499 days before our trip is to start. On that day I could book "room only" to make sure 
we have rooms. In June that "room only" will be converted to a "package" when Disney releases the 2020 
pricing. I’m a member of the Budget Mouse on Face Book, and the agent I emailed can answer many vacation 
questions on that platform.  I gave her all of the information I could think of: resort—Pop Century; number of 
guests—5 adults and 2 children; date—September 17 to September 26, 2020; and how many rooms needed—
2.  

As of 3 PM our rooms are booked and she will be watching for the packages to be released so my "room 
only" can be rebooked as 2 rooms with Magic Your Way tickets and dining.    

Now comes the really fun part of picking restaurants and fast passes for rides or other entertainment. 
We are doing 2 character meals, one in the Magic Kingdom and the other in Animal Kingdom. I know that 
Grayson will have an autograph book for character signatures. Matt will be 13 so I don’t know if he will still 
want to do that or feel he is too old. The last time we were there Matt was 8 and I saw grownups asking the 
characters to sign, so I will just have to wait and see if he wants an autograph book or not.     

I know my grandson Matt is excited and has already wished that he was going to be 13 this year instead 
of 12. I asked why and his answer was then we could be going to Disneyworld this year instead of next.    

As we all get together to decide which restaurants to try and what 3 things each day to fastpass, it will be 
fun laughing and deciding. Before I know it the 499 days will have flown by and we will be winging our way to 
Florida.  

 
Summer Beginnings 
By Mary E. Redlinger 
  

Beginning of June always brought with it the hopes and dreams of a fantastic summer. Memorial Day 
has passed with all its due respect to the Fallen. Usually the next three months would be filled with picnics, 
trips to the beach, and a hearty Fourth of July celebration. This would be followed by more baseball games 
and maybe a wedding or two interspersed, three months in which we tried top pack as much excitement and 
outdoor activities as we could! Then the end would be heralded by the opening of State Fair and winding 
down of Labor Day. 

But as we grow older so do our families, and the times we spend during summer months seem to 
become farther apart. Do not despair! The summer, with planting or even just smelling the labors of soil tilling, 
can awaken the mind to the subtle and peaceful thoughts of the joy of creation and our part in it. We may not 
want such introspection because we fear we have not lived up to expectations, but, no matter our faith or 
belief, we should take advantage of these lush and warm days and commune with creation. 

There are those here who have already participated in long walks around the grounds, listening to 
songs of the birds and watching the antics of the grey squirrels. And Courtney has planned many activities to 
keep us active in the outdoors, and you already "Commune with Nature." Those who cannot get out there, 
hopefully you're watching from a windowed vantage point! 

Growing up in rural Granville, I found there wasn't much to do except play outdoors with just a bike or 
a few toys, but sticks and stones were our architectural model makers. We made a 20-square-foot patch of 
trees and brush our "jungle." Our greatest achievement of 1958 summer was to dig a hole there and insert a 
cement cylinder to make it our "toilet." Our parents weren't happy about that! Our other summer communal 
activities were to walk the railroad tracks. Nature had a way of growing tall weeds along them, so every 
summer it was a ritual that dad set fire to them. No one cared, because it usually fizzled out and no harm was 
done, but Milwaukee bought out Granville and eventually built a fire station up the road from us. The annual 
burning of the weeds turned into display of firefighting might and they blamed the fire on a wet old flare they 
found along the tracks. 
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There was Wally, who was a vet of WWII and, on his way to the corner tavern to sequester the 
summer, would stop and talk to the field on his way. My mission was to find out who he was talking to and 
what was being said, because mother told me he spoke to God. I was only eight or so, and of course I wanted 
in on such a close contact with our Creator. The trouble with Wally is he'd end up om the ditch or in 
someone's driveway face down and assumed dead. I decided that was not how I wanted to commune. 

Yes, June brings the great expectations of summer but you never really know what will stand out and 
make you take notice, to pause and reflect, ponder the next day and the future of the universe! We may be in 
the Golden Years and life is not as fast-paced as it used to be—but Thank God—right? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Welcome to our new residents! This list 

contains new residents who have 

moved in May.  We are delighted you 

have chosen Forest Ridge as your new 

home and we wish you many years of 

happiness! 

 

Ray Kaisler S103 

Dee and Mark Landowski N106 

(internal move) 

Rev. DJ Stokes S303 (internal move) 

Margaret Ison W210 

Kiki Neidorfler 315 
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We mourn the loss of the following residents: 

Stan Waisman 

Robert Schmidt 

 

May the Lord grant peace and comfort to their loved ones. 

 


